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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between the discreteness of the
spectrum of a non-compact, extrinsically bounded submanifold ϕ : Mm → Nn and
the Hausdorff dimension of its limit set limϕ. In particular, we prove that if ϕ :M2 →
D ⊆ R3 is a minimal immersion into an open, bounded, strictly convex subset D
with C2-boundary, then M has discrete spectrum provided that HΨ(limϕ∩D) = 0,
where HΨ is the generalized Hausdorff measure of order Ψ(t) = t2| log t|. Our
theorem applies to a number of examples recently constructed by various authors in
the light of N. Nadirashvili’s discovery of complete, bounded minimal disks in R3,
as well as to solutions of Plateau’s problems, giving a fairly complete answer to a
question posed by S.T. Yau in his Millenium Lectures. Suitable counter-examples
show the sharpness of our results: in particular, we develop a simple criterion for
the existence of essential spectrum which is suited for the techniques developed after
Jorge-Xavier and Nadirashvili’s examples.
1 Introduction
The Calabi-Yau conjectures have their origin in a set of two problems proposed by
E. Calabi in the 1960’s, about the non-existence of complete minimal hypersurfaces of
R
n subjected to certain extrinsic bounds ([7], see also [8, p. 212]).
• Calabi proposed the first conjecture as an exercise. He wrote: “Prove that any
complete minimal hypersurface in Rn must be unbounded.”
• The second problem, on the other hand, was proposed almost as an unlikely conjec-
ture. He wrote “A more ambitious conjecture is: a complete minimal hypersurface
in Rn has an unbounded projection in every (n− 2)-dimensional flat subspace.”
It is known by works of L. Jorge-F. Xavier [18] and N. Nadirashvili [25] that both
conjectures turned out to be false. More precisely, Jorge-Xavier constructed a non-flat,
complete minimal surface lying between two parallel planes in R3, showing that the
second conjecture was false in general, whereas N. Nadirashvili constructed a bounded,
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complete minimal immersion of the unit disk D into R3, contradicting the statement of
the first conjecture. Both counter-examples lie on the construction of suitable labyrinths
of compact subsets and clever use of Runge’s Theorem in order to find appropriate
Weierstrass data (the interested reader could consult [10] for a detailed proof of the
main theorems in [25]). In view of these results, in his Millennium Lectures [33], [34],
S. T. Yau “calibrated” the Calabi conjectures, proposing a new set of questions about
bounded minimal hypersurfaces.
He wrote: “It is known [25] that there are complete minimal surfaces properly
immersed into the [open] ball. What is the geometry of these surfaces? Can they
be embedded? Since the curvature must tend to minus infinity, it is important to
find the precise asymptotic behavior of these surfaces near their ends. Are their
[Laplacian] spectra discrete?”.
These questions became known in the literature as the Calabi-Yau conjectures on mini-
mal hypersurfaces. The problem about the existence of a bounded, complete, embedded
minimal surfaces in R3 was negatively answered by T. Colding-W. Minicozzi in the finite
topology case, see [9]. Although Yau’s question suggests that Nadirashvili’s example is
properly immersed into an open ball D ⊂ R3 (that is, the pre-image of compact sub-
sets of D are compacts in the surface), this is not clear and one may consider, as the
first problem in the Calabi-Yau conjectures, the question: “Does there exist a complete
minimal surface properly immersed into a ball of R3? ”.
This question, and more generally the search for understanding the shape of the
limit set of bounded minimal surfaces, has stimulated intense research in the last fifteen
years1. Regarding properness, we briefly recall the main achievements:
(i) with a highly nontrivial refinement of Nadirashvili’s technique, F. Martin and
S. Morales in [20] proved that, for each convex domain D ⊆ R3 not necessarily
bounded or smooth, there exists a complete minimal disk B ⊆ C properly im-
mersed into D. Later on, M. Tokuomaru in [30] constructed a complete minimal
annulus which is proper in the unit ball of R3;
(ii) in [21], Martin-Morales improved the results in [20] showing that, if D is a bounded
strictly convex domain of R3 with ∂D is of class C2,α, then there exists a complete,
minimal disk properly immersed into D whose limit set is close to a prescribed
Jordan curve2 on ∂D;
(iii) Alarcon, Ferrer and Martin in [1] extended the results in [20] and [30] from disks
and annuli to open surfaces M with any finite topology;
1Given a map ϕ : M → N between topological manifolds, the limit set of ϕ, limϕ, is defined as
limϕ = {x ∈ N ; ∃ {pn} ⊆M divergent in M, such that ϕ(pn)→ x in N
}
. (1.1)
By this definition, a map ϕ : M → N whose image lie in a bounded, open subset D ⊆ N is proper in D
if and only if limϕ ⊆ ∂D.
2We recall that a Jordan curve is defined as a continuous embedding of I ⊆ R (or I ⊆ S1) in R3.
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(iv) improving on [21], Ferrer, Martin and Meeks in [15] showed that if D ⊂ R3 is
bounded, convex and smooth, then every open surface M with finite topology can
be properly and minimally immersed into D in such a way that the limit sets of the
ends are disjoint compact connected subsets of ∂D. Furthermore (see Proposition
1 in [15]), they proved that, for every convex, open set D and every non-compact,
orientable surfaceM , there exists a complete, proper minimal immersion ϕ : M →
D such that limϕ ≡ ∂D.
A parallel line of research focused on the problem of controlling the size of limϕ
from the measure-theoretic point of view. In this respect,
(v) Martin and Nadirashvili, [23], constructed complete minimal immersions ϕ : B →
R
3 of the unit disk B ⊆ C admitting continuous extensions to the closed disk
ϕ : B → R3 in such a way that ϕ|∂B : ∂B = S1 → ϕ(S1) is an homeomorphism and
ϕ(S1) is a non-rectifiable Jordan curve of Hausdorff dimension dimH(ϕ(S
1)) = 1.
Moreover, they showed that the set of Jordan curves ϕ(S1) constructed via this
procedure is dense in the space of Jordan curves of R3 with respect to the Hausdorff
metric.
In this paper, we address Yau’s question of deciding whether the spectrum of bounded,
minimal surfaces is discrete or not, and we provide a sharp, general criterion that applies
to each of the examples in (i), . . . , (v), as well as to many other minimal surfaces. The
first answer to this question was given in Bessa-Jorge-Montenegro in [5], where they
proved that the spectrum of a complete minimal surface properly immersed into a ball
of R3 is always discrete. Despite the generality of this result, there is the technical
unpleasant drawback that the possible convex ambient domains D ⊂ R3 are restricted
to balls. Much more important, their approach uses in a crucial way the properness
condition, and cannot be generalized to deal with non-proper immersions. On the other
hand, it is reasonable to guess that a well-behaved limit set, close (loosely speaking) to
a smooth curve as in (v), could imply that ∆ has discrete spectrum on M . In some
sense, we could say that the minimal surface is not too far from a compact surface with
boundary. Indeed, it is not necessary that limϕ resembles a curve from the measure-
theoretic point of view, but a much more general condition is sufficient:
Theorem 1. Let ϕ : M2 → D ⊂ N be a minimal immersion into an open, bounded,
2-convex subset of a Cartan-Hadamard manifold N . Set Ψ(t) = t2| log t|. If the Ψ-
Hausdorff measure of limϕ ∩D satisfies HΨ(limϕ ∩D) = 0, then the spectrum of −∆
is discrete.
Remark 1. We stress that no geodesic completeness of M is required in Theorem 1.
When M is incomplete, −∆ may fail to be essentially self-adjoint on C∞c (M), in sharp
contrast with the complete case where the self-adjointness of −∆ is automatic. For this
reason, we agree on always considering the Friedrichs extension of ∆, that is, the unique
self-adjoint extension of (−∆, C∞c (M)) whose domain lies in that of the closure of the
quadratic form Q(u, v) = (−∆u, v)L2 , for u, v ∈ C∞c (M).
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Remark 2. We also underline that there is no codimension restriction, that is, N may
be of any dimension.
Later, we will recall the notion of 2-convexity for subsets with C2 boundary, and
the definition of Hausdorff measure HΨ. Here, we just observe that 2-convexity relaxes
standard convexity, so D can be any bounded strictly convex subset of M with C2-
boundary. As for HΨ, condition HΨ(limϕ ∩D) = 0 is satisfied, for instance, whenever
the Hausdorff dimension of limϕ ∩ D is strictly less than 2. It is worth to underline
that we are considering only the part of limϕ inside D: there is no requirement on the
portion of limϕ contained in ∂D. As an immediate corollary, we have the following
Corollary 1. All the examples of complete, bounded minimal surfaces constructed in
(i), . . . , (v) (if the convex sets are bounded and C2) have discrete spectrum.
The fact that the completeness of M is irrelevant enables us to apply our result to
solutions of the Plateau problem for arbitrary Jordan curves, whose existence is granted
by R. Douglas in [14] (see also the treatises [11] and [12, 13], as well as [19], [31]):
Corollary 2. Let Γ: S1 → R3 be a Jordan curve. If HΨ(Γ(S1)) = 0, where Ψ(t) =
t2| log t|, then every minimal surface spanning Γ has discrete spectrum.
Remark 3. It is known (see [26]) that there exist Jordan curves whose image have
non-zero 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure, whence the measure condition in Corollary
2 is not automatically satisfied.
There is a trivial reason why the estimate in Theorem 1 is sharp, and it is the
presence of infinite-sheet coverings.
Example 1. Consider a bounded, complete minimal annulus f : A → R3 (either the
proper one constructed in [30], or the one in [22]). Then, taking the universal covering
π : M → A, ϕ = f ◦π is a bounded, complete minimal surface with non-empty essential
spectrum, as it is for every infinite-sheet covering (for instance, one can note that M
has the ball property, see Definition 1 and Corollary 3 below). Clearly, dimH(limϕ) ≥ 2
since, by construction, limϕ ⊇ f(A).
As we shall see, Theorem 1 is a particular case of a more general result, Theorem
2 below, where we deal with complete submanifolds ϕ : Mm → Nn immersed with
sufficiently small mean curvature in an m-convex and regular ball BR ⋐ N . Thus, the
property described in Theorem 1 does not, indeed, exclusively pertain to the realm of
minimal surfaces. For technical reason, we postpone the general statement of our main
theorem to Section 3.
Remark 4. As a consequence of Theorem 3, an analogous of Corollary 2 holds when
the mean curvature is non-zero and sufficiently small. In this case, the existence of disks
solving Plateau’s problem is granted by H. Werner in [32]. We leave the correspondent
statement to the interested reader.
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To inspect more closely the sharpness of our results, Section 4 is devoted to find suffi-
cient conditions for a manifold to have non-empty essential spectrum. These conditions
will be used to investigate minimal submanifolds subjected to some general extrinsic
constrain, such as, for instance, Jorge-Xavier minimal surface in a slab. In particular,
we shall concentrate on criteria that do not involve the curvature of the submanifold,
as this is often a hardly available information: for example, it seems extremely diffi-
cult to control the curvature when exploiting the techniques used for the examples in
(i), . . . , (v). We are led to the following
Definition 1. A Riemannian manifold (M, 〈 , 〉) is said to have the ball property if
there exists R > 0 and a collection of disjoint balls {BR(xj)}+∞j=1 of radius R for which,
for some constants C > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1) possibly depending on R,
vol
(
BδR(xj)
) ≥ C−1vol(BR(xj)) ∀ j ∈ N (1.2)
Remark 5. Note that (1.2) is not a doubling condition, as C may depend on R.
Proposition 1. If a Riemannian manifold has the ball property (with parameters R, δ,C),
then
inf σess(−∆) ≤ C
R2(1− δ)2 . (1.3)
The ball property is reasonably easy to check, since it only requires a C0 control on
the metric in some region of M , and is very suited to deal with surfaces constructed via
developments of Jorge-Xavier original technique in [18]. For example, we easily prove
the next
Proposition 2. For a suitable choice of the parameters, the Jorge-Xavier complete
minimal surface (M2,ds2) in a slab of R3, constructed in [18], satisfies inf σess(−∆) = 0.
For more results and comments, we refer to Section 4. There, the reader can also
find some open problems that we believe to be worth investigating.
2 Setting, notations and preliminaries
Let M , N be connected (smooth) Riemannian manifolds of dimensions m and n respec-
tively and let ϕ : M → N be an isometric immersion. In what follows, ∇dϕ will stand
for the second fundamental form of ϕ and H = 1m tr(∇dϕ) for its mean curvature. All
the elements describing the Riemannian structure of N will be marked with a bar, so
that, for instance, ∇ and K will denote the Riemannian connection and the sectional
curvature of N . Having fixed o ∈ N , we will write Krad(x) for the radial sectional
curvature of N , that is, the restriction of K(x) to the subset of 2-planes at x contain-
ing tangent vectors of minimizing geodesics issuing from o. For x, y ∈ N , we define
ρ(x, y) = dist(x, y), and ρ(x) = dist(x, o) whenever the second point is considered as
fixed. The symbol Br(x) indicates the ball of radius r centered at x, and we simply
write Br when x = o. Similarly, for A ⊆ N the symbol Br(A) denotes the open set of
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points whose distance from A is less than r. We use R+ and R+0 to denote, respectively,
(0,+∞) and [0,+∞).
Hereafter, we will consider a relaxed notion of convexity, called j-convexity, which is
widely used in the literature (for instance, see [17]).
Definition 2. For an integer j ≤ n, We say that an open subset D ⊆ Nn is (strictly)
j-convex if there exists F ∈ C2(N), satisfying the following properties:
(i) F < 0 on D, F = 0 on ∂D;
(ii) for every p ∈ D, denoting with λ1(p) ≤ λ2(p) ≤ . . . ≤ λn(p) the eigenvalues of the
Hessian ∇dF at p written in increasing order, it holds λ1(p) + . . .+ λj(p) > 0.
The set D will be called uniformly convex with constant c > 0 if at every point p ∈ D it
holds λ1(p) + . . .+ λj(p) ≥ c. For a uniformly j-convex subset D, the pair (F, c) will be
called the data of uniform convexity of D.
In particular, if j = 1, the definition of j-convexity coincides with the standard
definition of (strict) convexity, and for this reason we simply say that D is convex.
Moreover, we observe that n-convexity means that D is F−1((−∞, 0)) for a strictly
subharmonic function F . Since each λi is a Lipschitz function of p ∈ N , by a compactness
argument the properties of j-convexity and uniform j-convexity coincide for relatively
compact D.
Example 2. Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold, let o ∈ N be a reference
origin and suppose that Krad(x) ≤ −G(ρ(x)), for some G ∈ C0(R+0 ). Consider a
solution h(t) ∈ C2(R+0 ) of {
h′′(t)−G(t)h(t) = 0,
h(0) = 0, h′(0) = 1,
(2.1)
and let R be such that h′ > 0 on [0, R]. Suppose that BR ⊆ N does not intersect
the cut-locus cut(o), that is, that BR is a regular ball of N . Then, by the Hessian
comparison theorem (see for instance [28], Theorem 2.3), for x ∈ BR
∇dρ ≥ h
′(ρ)
h(ρ)
(
( , )− dρ⊗ dρ
)
, ρ = ρ(x).
Having set
f(t) =
∫ t
0
h(s)ds, F (x) = f(ρ(x)) on BR,
then by the chain rule
∇dF = f ′′(ρ)dρ⊗ dρ+ f ′(ρ)∇dρ ≥ h′(ρ)( , ) ≥
[
inf
[0,R]
h′
]
( , ),
whence the ball BR ⊆ N is convex, with constant c = inf [0,R] h′. For instance, if
G(t) = k ≤ 0 is constant, then every ball centered at a pole o of N is convex (we
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recall that a pole is a point o ∈ N such that cut(o) = ∅, or equivalently such that
expo : ToN → N is a diffeomorphism). The same happens when k > 0 whenever
BR ⊆ N is a regular ball of radius R < π/2
√
k. If o is a pole for N , there are some
sufficient conditions ensuring that each BR is convex. For a general case, we suggest the
reader to consult Remark 8 below.
Before stating our result in its stronger form, we also recall some general notions
on Hausdorff measures. We follow the exposition in [24], Chapter 4, although with
a different notation. According to Carathe´odory construction, we consider a function
Ψ ≥ 0 defined and continuous on some right neighborhood [0, 2δ0) of zero, and such
that Ψ(0) = 0, together with a family F of Borel subsets of M satisfying the following
property:
For every δ ∈ (0, δ0), there exist {Ei} ⊆ F such thatM =
⋃+∞
i=1 Ei and diam(Ei) ≤
δ.
For each δ ∈ (0, δ0) and for every subset A ⊆M , we set
HΨ,δ(A) = inf
{
+∞∑
i=1
Ψ
(
diam(Ei)
)
: {Ei} ⊆ F , A ⊆
+∞⋃
i=1
Ei, diam(Ei) ≤ δ
}
HΨ(A) = lim
δ↓0
HΨ,δ(A) = sup
δ∈(0,δ0)
HΨ,δ(A).
(2.2)
If F ≡ {borel subsets of M}, then the resulting measure HΨ is a borel regular mea-
sure ([24], Theorem 4.2), and we call it the Hausdorff measure related to Ψ. By
Theorem 4.4 in [24], the same HΨ can be obtained if we restrict to the subfamily
F = {open subsets of M}. The particular choice Ψ(t) = tβ, for some fixed β > 0, gives
the standard Hausdorff measure Hβ of order β, up to an unessential constant.
Remark 6. If we restrict F to the subfamily of geodesic balls of M , the resulting
measure HΨ does not coincide, in general, with HΨ (see [24], Chapter 5). However, if
for some constant C > 0 it holds
Ψ(2t) ≤ CΨ(t) for t ∈ (0, δ0), (2.3)
then HΨ ≤ HΨ ≤ CHΨ. The first inequality is obvious from definitions. To prove the
second one, since every open set Ej is contained in a ball Bj of diameter 2diam(Ej), for
every covering {Ej} of A ⊆M with diam(Ej) < δ it holds
+∞∑
i=1
Ψ
(
diam(Ej)
) ≥ 1
C
+∞∑
i=1
Ψ
(
2diam(Ej)
)
=
1
C
+∞∑
i=1
Ψ
(
diam(Bj)
)
.
Now, taking the infimum, in the right hand-side, with respect to all covering {Bj} with
balls of diameter less than 2δ, and then doing the same on the left hand side, letting
δ ↓ 0 we deduce the desired HΨ ≤ CHΨ.
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3 The main theorem and its proof
We are ready to state our main result in its general form.
Theorem 2. Let ϕ : Mm → D ⊂ Nn be an isometric immersion into a bounded, m-
convex open subset D of a Cartan-Hadamard manifold N satisfying Krad ≤ −B2, for
some B ≥ 0. Let (F, c) be the uniform convexity data of D as in Definition 2, and let
R0 >
1
2diam(D). Set
µ(t) =
{
t if B = 0,
B−1 tanh(Bt) if B > 0
(3.1)
Suppose that the mean curvature H of ϕ satisfies
‖H‖ = ‖H‖L∞(M) <


min
{
m− 1
mµ(2R0)
,
c
m‖∇F‖L∞(D)
}
if limϕ ∩ ∂D 6= ∅,
m− 1
mµ(2R0)
if limϕ ∩ ∂D = ∅,
(3.2)
and set
θ = m− 1−mµ(2R0)‖H‖.
If HΨ(limϕ ∩D) = 0, where
Ψ(t) = t2 if θ > 1
Ψ(t) = t2| log t| if θ = 1
Ψ(t) = tθ+1 if θ ∈ (0, 1),
(3.3)
then the spectrum of −∆ is discrete.
In the minimal case, the result is particularly transparent and extends Theorem 1
to the higher-dimensional case.
Theorem 3. Let ϕ : Mm →֒ D ⊂ Nn be a minimal immersion into a bounded, m-convex
subset of a Cartan-Hadamard manifold N . If HΨ(limϕ ∩D) = 0, where
Ψ(t) = t2 if m > 2, or Ψ(t) = t2| log t| if m = 2, (3.4)
then the spectrum of −∆ is discrete.
Remark 7. We underline that, in Theorem 3, raising the dimension of the manifold M
does not yield an improvement of the allowed Hausdorff dimension of limϕ∩D. Indeed,
the exponent 2 is essential for the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2 to work. We
will come back to this observation later.
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We now come to a brief description of the strategy of the proof. To show that −∆
has discrete spectrum, as usual we rely on a combination of Persson formula, see [27],
and Barta’s inequality ([3], and its generalized version in [4]). Persson formula relates
the infimum inf σess(−∆) of the essential spectrum of −∆ to the fundamental tone of
the complementary of compact sets:
inf σess(−∆) = sup
K⊂M compact
λ∗(M\K) (3.5)
where λ∗(M\K) is the bottom of the spectrum of the Friedrichs extension of (−∆, C∞c (M\K)).
On the other hand, Barta inequality gives a lower bound for λ∗(M\K) via positive func-
tions:
λ∗(M\K) ≥ inf
M\K
−∆w
w
for every 0 < w ∈ C2(M\K). (3.6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), to prove that −∆ has discrete spectrum or equivalently,
by the min-max theorem, that inf σess(−∆) = +∞ it is therefore enough to find an
increasing sequence of compact subsets {Kl} of M , and functions 0 < wl ∈ C2(M\Kl),
such that −∆wl
wl
≥ cl on M\Kl, with cl → +∞ as l→ +∞. (3.7)
Each wl will be constructed as a sum of suitable positive strictly superharmonic
functions, depending on the balls of a good covering of limϕ. The key point to construct
them is the next lemma. We state it in a rather general form in order to put in evidence
the flexibility of the procedure, and to underline some subtle phenomena.
The fundamental lemma
Given a bounded immersion ϕ : Mm → Nn, the next key lemma enables us to construct
bounded, strictly subharmonic functions on M with a very precise control both on
their Laplacian and on their L∞-norm. We remark that this is possible since, in our
assumptions on ‖H‖ and on N , M turns out to be non-parabolic.
Throughout this section, we assume the following:
(H1) Nn has a pole x0, and the radial sectional curvatures Krad of radii issuing from
x0 in N satisfy
Krad(y) ≤ −G(ρ(y)), ρ(y) = dist(y, x0),
for some G ∈ C0(R+0 ).
(H2) The solution h(t) of (2.1) satisfies
h, h′ > 0 on R+, h(t) ↑ +∞ as t→ +∞. (3.8)
Remark 8. By Proposition 1.21 in [6], h satisfies (H2) whenever the negative part of
G is small in the following sense:
G−(s) ≤ 1
4s2
on R+. (3.9)
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Furthermore, (3.9) ensures the validity of the lower bound h(t) ≥ C√t log t for t ≥ t0 ≥
2, for some positive constant C.
We set for convenience µ(t) = ‖h/h′‖L∞([0,t]). Since h′(0) = 1, fix a¯ ∈ (0, 1) small
enough that
h′(t) ≥ 1
2
for every t ∈ [0, a¯]. (3.10)
Lemma 1. Suppose that the conditions (H1), (H2) are met, and let ϕ : Mm → Nn be
an isometric immersion into a ball BR(x0) ⊂ N , with mean curvature satisfying
‖H‖ = ‖H‖L∞(M) <
m− 1
mµ(R)
. (3.11)
Set
θ = m− 1−m‖H‖µ(R) > 0,
and choose a positive, non-increasing function S ∈ C0(R+0 ) satisfying
S(0) = 1,
∫ +∞
0
tθS(t)dt = Sˆ < +∞. (3.12)
Then, there exists a positive constant C, depending on m,R, θ, S and h|[0,R] such that
the following holds: for each a ∈ (0, a¯], there is a smooth function ux0 : M → R such
that
(i) ux0 ≥ 0, ux0(p) = 0 if and only if ϕ(p) = x0, (3.13)
(ii) ‖ux0‖L∞ ≤


Ca2 if θ > 1
Ca2| log a| if θ = 1
Caθ+1 if θ ∈ (0, 1)
(3.14)
(iii) ∆ux0 ≥


(θ + 1)
2
on ϕ−1
{
Ba(x0)
}
,
θh′(ρ ◦ ϕ)S
(
h(ρ ◦ ϕ)− h(a)
h(a)
)
on ϕ−1
{
N\Ba(x0)
}
.
(3.15)
Remark 9. Note that µ(R)‖H‖ is scale-invariant, thus θ defines a genuine geometrical
object associated to the immersion.
Proof. First of all we recall that, for a function f ∈ C2(N), by the chain rule, the
composition f ◦ ϕ ∈ C2(M) satisfies
∇d(f ◦ ϕ) = ∇df(dϕ,dϕ) + df(∇dϕ),
Now, let {ei, eα} be a local Darboux frame along ϕ, with {ei} tangent to M . Then,
tracing the above equality, it yields
∆(f ◦ ϕ) =
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H). (3.16)
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Define f(y) = g(ρ(y)), for some suitable g ∈ C2(R+0 ), g′ ≥ 0, that will be chosen in a
moment. By the Hessian comparison theorem (see [6], Theorem 1.15)
∇dρ ≥ h
′(ρ)
h(ρ)
(
〈 , 〉 − dρ⊗ dρ
)
.
Hence, if g is increasing,
∇df ≥ g
′(ρ)h′(ρ)
h(ρ)
(
〈 , 〉 − dρ⊗ dρ
)
+ g′′(ρ)dρ⊗ dρ. (3.17)
By (3.17), and using that |dρ| = 1,
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H) = g
′h′
h
(
m−
m∑
j=1
dρ(ej)
2
)
+ g′′
m∑
j=1
dρ(ej)
2 +mg′dρ(H)
≥ g
′h′
h
(
m−
m∑
j=1
dρ(ej)
2 −m h
h′
‖H‖
)
+ g′′
m∑
j=1
dρ(ej)
2
≥ g
′h′
h
(
m−
m∑
j=1
dρ(ej)
2 −mµ(R)‖H‖
)
+ g′′
m∑
j=1
dρ(ej)
2.
(3.18)
Define
w(t) =


(θ + 1)h′(t) if t ≤ a
(θ + 1)h′(t)S
(
h(t)− h(a)
h(a)
)
if t ≥ a,
and set
g(t) =
∫ t
0
1
h(s)θ
[∫ s
0
h(σ)θw(σ)dσ
]
ds. (3.19)
Note that
g(t) =
∫ t
0
h(s)ds for t ≤ a, (3.20)
so g ∈ C2(R+0 ), and that
g′(t) =
1
h(t)θ
∫ t
0
h(s)θw(s)ds > 0,
(
h(t)θg′(t)
)′
= h(t)θw(t) on R+. (3.21)
Since, on [0, a], by (3.20) it holds g′′(t)/g′(t) = h′(t)/h(t), the estimate (3.18) implies
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H) ≥ (m−mµ(R)‖H‖) g′′(ρ) = (θ + 1)h′(ρ) (3.22)
at every point p ∈ M such that ϕ(p) ∈ Ba(x0). Consider now a point p ∈ M such
that ρ(ϕ(p)) ≥ a and g′′(ρ(ϕ(p))) ≥ 0. Using |dρ| = 1, (3.21) and the fact that g, h are
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increasing we deduce that, at p,
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H) ≥ (m− 1−mµ(R)‖H‖) g
′(ρ)h′(ρ)
h(ρ)
= θ
h′(ρ)
h(ρ)θ+1
∫ ρ
0
h(s)θw(s)ds.
(3.23)
Now, by the definition of w(s) and since h is increasing and S is non-increasing,
h′(ρ)
h(ρ)θ+1
∫ ρ
0
h(s)θw(s)ds =
h′(ρ)h(a)θ+1
h(ρ)θ+1
+
h′(ρ)
h(ρ)θ+1
∫ ρ
a
h(s)θ(θ + 1)h′(s)S
(
h(s)− h(a)
h(a)
)
ds (3.24)
≥ h
′(ρ)h(a)θ+1
h(ρ)θ+1
+
h′(ρ)
h(ρ)θ+1
S
(
h(ρ)− h(a)
h(a)
)[
h(ρ)θ+1 − h(a)θ+1
]
≥ h′(ρ)S
(
h(ρ) − h(a)
h(a)
)
.
Combining with (3.23) we get
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H) ≥ θh′(ρ)S
(
h(ρ) − h(a)
h(a)
)
(3.25)
at those points for which ρ(ϕ(p)) ≥ a and g′′(ρ(ϕ(p))) ≥ 0. On the other hand, at those
points for which g′′(ρ(ϕ(p))) ≤ 0 we can bound as follows:
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H) ≥ g
′(ρ)h′(ρ)
h(ρ)
(
m− 1−mµ(R)‖H‖
)
− |g′′(ρ)|
= θ
g′(ρ)h′(ρ)
h(ρ)
+ g′′(ρ)
= h(ρ)−θ
(
h(t)θg′(t)
)′
|t=ρ
= w(ρ)
= (θ + 1)h′(ρ)S
(
h(ρ)− h(a)
h(a)
)
(3.26)
the second equality following from (3.21), and the third from the definition of w(s).
Putting together (3.25) and (3.26) we get
m∑
j=1
∇df(ej, ej) +mdf(H) ≥ θh′(ρ)S
(
h(ρ) − h(a)
h(a)
)
(3.27)
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for every p with ρ(ϕ(p)) ≥ a. Concluding, from (3.16), (3.22), (3.25) and (3.26) we get

∆(f ◦ ϕ) ≥ (θ + 1)h′(ρ ◦ ϕ) on ϕ−1{Ba(x0)},
∆(f ◦ ϕ) ≥ θh′(ρ ◦ ϕ)S
(
h(ρ ◦ ϕ)− h(a)
h(a)
)
on ϕ−1
{
N\Ba(x0)
}
.
(3.28)
Define ux0 = f ◦ ϕ. Property (3.13) is immediate, and (3.15) follows from (3.10) and
(3.28). We are left to prove the L∞-bounds (3.14). By (3.12), there exists S∗ = S∗(θ, S)
such that
(θ + 1)
+∞∑
k=1
S(k)(k + 1)θ = S∗ <∞. (3.29)
Define a sequence {ak}+∞k=0 in such a way that
h(ak) = kh(a). (3.30)
In our assumption (H2), h is increasing and h(t)→ +∞ if t→ +∞, thus each ak is well
defined, {ak} is increasing and ak → +∞ as k → +∞. For every s ∈ R+, define N(s)
to be the greatest k such that ak < s. Then, for s ≥ a,∫ s
0
h(σ)θw(σ)dσ =
∫ a
0
. . . +
∫ s
a
. . . = h(a)θ+1 +
∫ s
a
h(σ)θw(σ)dσ
≤ h(a)θ+1 +
N(s)∑
k=1
∫ ak+1
ak
(θ + 1)h(σ)θh′(σ)S
(
h(σ) − h(a)
h(a)
)
dσ.
(3.31)
Since h is increasing, h ≥ h(ak) on [ak, ak+1]. Property (3.30) and the fact that S is
non-increasing thus imply
∫ s
a
h(σ)θw(σ)dσ ≤
N(s)∑
k=1
S(k)
∫ ak+1
ak
(θ + 1)h(σ)θh′(σ)dσ
≤
N(s)∑
k=1
S(k)
[
h(ak+1)
θ+1 − h(ak)θ+1
]
≤ h(a)θ+1
N(s)∑
k=1
S(k)
[
(k + 1)θ+1 − kθ+1] ≤ h(a)θ+1 N(s)∑
k=1
(θ + 1)S(k)(k + 1)θ
(3.32)
the last inequality following by the mean value theorem. Therefore, putting together
(3.19), (3.31) and (3.32) we argue that, for t ≥ a,
g(t) = g(a) +
∫ t
a
1
h(s)θ
[∫ s
0
h(σ)θw(σ)dσ
]
ds
≤ g(a) +
∫ t
a
1
h(s)θ

h(a)θ+1 + h(a)θ+1 N(s)∑
k=1
(θ + 1)S(k)(k + 1)θ

 ds
≤ g(a) + (1 + S∗)h(a)θ+1
∫ t
a
ds
h(s)θ
,
(3.33)
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where the last inequality comes from the definition of S∗ in (3.29). Combining with
(3.22) we conclude that
‖g‖L∞([0,R]) = g(R) ≤ g(a) + (1 + S∗)h(a)θ+1
∫ R
a
ds
h(s)θ
=
∫ a
0
h(s)ds+ (1 + S∗)h(a)θ+1
∫ R
a
ds
h(s)θ
(3.34)
From h(s) = s+O(s2) as s→ 0 it is easy to deduce that
∫ a
0
h(s)ds =
a2
2
+O(a3),
∫ R
a
ds
h(s)θ
∼


a1−θ
θ − 1 if θ > 1
| log a| if θ = 1,
C if θ ∈ (0, 1),
(3.35)
For some C depending on m,R, θ and h on [0, R]. From (3.34) and (3.35), there exists a
positive constant C depending only on m,R, θ, S and on h|[0,R] such that, if if a ∈ (0, a¯],
‖g‖L∞([0,R]) ≤


Ca2 if θ > 1
a2 + Ca2| log a| ≤ Ca2| log a| if θ = 1
a2 + Caθ+1 ≤ Caθ+1 if θ ∈ (0, 1).
Noting that
‖ux0‖L∞(M) ≤ ‖f‖L∞(BR(x)) = ‖g‖L∞([0,R]),
the desired bounds in (3.14) are proved.
Remark 10. If M is minimal then, the constant C in (3.14) does not depend on R
whenever the non-parabolicity condition
1
h(s)m−1
∈ L1(+∞) (3.36)
holds. Indeed, if M is minimal then θ = m− 1. Once S is chosen, the value S∗ in (3.29)
is thus independent of R. By (3.36), in the bound (3.34) we can let R→ +∞ to obtain
‖g‖L∞(R+0 ) ≤
∫ a
0
h(s)ds+ (1 + S∗)h(a)m
∫ +∞
a
ds
h(s)m−1
. (3.37)
The asymptotics h(a) ∼ a and
h(a)m
∫ +∞
a
ds
h(s)m−1
∼
{
a2
m−2 if m ≥ 3,
a2| log a| if m = 2
14
prove that ‖g‖L∞(R+0 ) ≤ Ca
2 if m ≥ 3 (respectively, ‖g‖L∞(R+0 ) ≤ Ca
2| log a| if m = 2),
for some constant C only depending on m,S∗, proving the claim.
By Remark 8, condition (3.36) is always satisfied whenever (3.9) holds and m ≥ 3.
We further observe that, via Proposition 3.1 in [16], requirement (3.36) is necessary and
sufficient for the non-parabolicity of the radially symmetric modelMmh , which is, roughly
speaking, compared to M by means of formulas (3.17). We recall that Mmh is defined as
the manifold Rm, with a fixed origin o and metric given, in polar geodesic coordinates
(r, θ) centered at o, by ds2h = dr
2+h(r)2gSm−1(θ), where gSm−1(θ) is the standard metric
on the unit sphere. Clearly, since we are constructing bounded, non-constant and strictly
subharmonic functions on M , some non-parabolicity condition must necessarily appear.
Proof of Theorem 2
Property R0 >
1
2diam(D) and the completeness of N enable us to choose x ∈ N such
that D ⋐ BR0 = BR0(x). For notational convenience, define lim0 ϕ = limϕ∩D. Choose
a small r1 << min{R0, 1} in such a way that
B2r1(lim0 ϕ) ⊆ BR0 .
Since the function Ψ defined in (3.3) satisfies (2.3), by Remark 6 the measureHΨ(lim0 ϕ)
computed by only using balls is zero. Therefore, we can find a countable covering {Bj}
of balls Bj = Bεj(xj) ⊆M of radius εj ≤ r1 such that
lim0 ϕ ⊆
⋃
j
Bj and
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
Ψ(εj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ r1. (3.38)
For notational convenience, set b1 = 8
√
r1. Consider lim1 ϕ = limϕ ∩
(
D\Bb1/2(∂D)
)
.
This set is compact and contained in lim0 ϕ. By compactness, we can select a finite
subcovering {Bj}k1j=1 of balls touching lim1 ϕ, in such a way that the covering is contained
in B2r1(lim0 ϕ) ⊆ BR0 . We can suppose k1 ≥ 2. Clearly, the second property in (3.38)
still holds for the subcovering. Define the compact set
Kr1 =M\

ϕ−1( k1⋃
j=1
Bj
)
∪ ϕ−1(Bb1(∂D))


For each j, we choose aj = εj ≤ r1. Since xj ∈ BR0 , we can apply Lemma 1 with the
choices G = B2 (so that h(s) = s if B = 0, h(s) = B−1 sinh(Bs) if B > 0), x = xj ,
R = 2R0 and S(t) = max{t, 1}−θ−2 to deduce the existence of constants a¯, C > 0 (C
only depending on m,R, θ and on h|[0,2R0]
) such that, if r1 ≤ a¯, there exists uj = uxj
with the properties

uj ≥ 0, uj(p) = 0 if and only if ϕ(p) = xj,
‖uj‖L∞ ≤ CΨ(εj)
∆uj > 0 on M, ∆uj ≥ (θ + 1)/2 on ϕ−1(Bj).
(3.39)
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We consider the case limϕ ∩ ∂D 6= ∅ in (3.11), the other case being easier. Define
u∞ = b1F (ϕ(x)). Then, u∞ ≤ 0 on M . By formula (3.16) with f = F and the
m-convexity of D with constant c we deduce that, on the whole M ,
∆u∞ = b1∆(F ◦ ϕ) ≥ b1

 m∑
j=1
∇dF (ej , ej)−m‖∇F‖L∞(D)‖H‖


≥ b1
(
c−m‖∇F‖L∞(D)‖H‖
)
≥ b1C,
(3.40)
for some positive constant C. Set
w1 =
k1∑
j=1
(2‖uj‖L∞ − uj)− u∞.
Note that, since k1 ≥ 2, w1 is strictly positive on M by construction. For every p ∈
M\Kr1 , either
(1) ϕ(p) ∈ Bb1(∂D) or (2) ϕ(p) ∈
k1⋃
j=1
Bj,
and the two cases are not mutually excluding. We first examine (1). In this case, since
F = 0 on ∂D and is Lipschitz on D,
|u∞(p)| ≤ b21‖∇F‖L∞(D),
whence by (3.38), (3.39) and the fact that b21 = 64r1 we obtain
−∆w1
w1
(p) ≥ ∆u∞(p)
2
(∑
j ‖uj‖L∞
)
+ |u∞(p)|
≥ b1C
C
(∑
j Ψ(εj)
)
+ b21‖∇F‖L∞(D)
≥ C b1
r1 + b21
≥ C
b1
=
C√
r1
(3.41)
for some constant C > 0 depending on m,R0, θ, F, h|[0,2R0]
(hereafter, we will say that it
depends on the data of the immersion) but not on r1 or on the covering {Bj}, and that
may vary from line to line in (3.41).
We now examine case (2). We split {1, . . . , k1} in two subsets
Jp1 =
{
j ∈ {1, . . . , k1} : ϕ(p) ∈ Bj
}
, Jp2 =
{
j ∈ {1, . . . , k1} : ϕ(p) ∈ N\Bj
}
.
By construction and by (2), Jp1 6= ∅. Then, again by (3.38), (3.39), and since b1 =
8
√
r1 ≥ 8r1 by our choice of r1, it holds
−∆w1
w1
(p) ≥
∑
Jp1∪J
p
2
∆uj(p)
2
(∑
j ‖uj‖L∞
)
+ ‖u∞‖L∞
≥
∑
Jp1
∆uj(p)
C
(∑
j Ψ(εj)
)
+ b1‖F‖L∞(D)
≥ (θ + 1)|J
p
1 |
C(r1 + b1)
≥ C
b1
=
C√
r1
(3.42)
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for some C > 0 depending, as before, on the data of the immersion but not on r1 or on
the covering {Bj}. Summarizing, there exists C > 0 only depending on the data of the
immersion such that
− ∆w1
w1
≥ C√
r1
on Kr1 . (3.43)
Now, choose a positive r2 < min{ r12 , b116 , 12} and set b2 = 8
√
r2.
Again, we can find a countable covering {Bj} of balls Bj = Bεj(xj) ⊆ M of radius
εj ≤ r2 such that
lim0 ϕ ⊆
⋃
j
Bj and
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
Ψ(εj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ r2. (3.44)
Consider the compact set lim2 ϕ = limϕ ∩
(
D\Bb2/2(∂D)
)
, contained in lim0 ϕ and
containing lim1 ϕ. By compactness, we can select a finite subcovering {Bj}k2j=1 of balls
touching lim2 ϕ, so that the subcovering is contained in B2r2(lim2 ϕ). Since b2 ≥ 8
√
r2 ≥
8r2, B2r2(lim2 ϕ) ⊆ D. Moreover, by our choice of r2,
B2r2(lim2ϕ) ⋐ B2r1(lim1ϕ) ∪Bb1(∂D).
Consequently, the compact set
Kr2 =M\

ϕ−1( k2⋃
j=1
Bj
)
∪ ϕ−1(Bb2(∂D))


satisfies Kr1 ⊆ int(Kr2). The same construction procedure as above can be repeated
verbatim, yielding a superharmonic function w2 on M such that
−∆w2
w2
≥ C√
r2
on M\Kr2 ,
for the same constant C as in (3.43), only depending on the data of the immersion.
Inductively, if at each step we select a positive rl+1 < min{ rl2 , bl16 , 2−l} and proceed to find
Krl+1 satisfying int(Krl+1) ⊇ Krl , and a positive wl+1 solving −∆wl+1/wl+1 ≥ C/
√
rl+1
on M\Krl+1 . Note that, although rl ↓ 0+, we cannot infer that Krl is an exhaustion of
M because limϕ could actually contain points of ϕ(M). However, by Persson formula
and Barta inequality, for each l
inf σess(−∆) ≥ λ∗(M\Krl) ≥ inf
M\Krl
(
−∆wl
wl
)
≥ C√
rl
→ +∞
as l→ +∞, which concludes the proof.
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4 Remarks on σess(−∆) and open questions
We conclude this paper with some observations on the links between σess(−∆) and the
topology of the limit set of an immersion, and with some open problems. First, we prove
Proposition 1 of the Introduction, that is, that the ball property in Definition 1 implies
the existence of essential spectrum.
Proof of Proposition 1. For each j, define the compactly supported, Lipschitz function
ϕj(x) = ψ(ρj(x)), where ρj(x) = dist(x, xj) and
ψ(t) =


1, t ≤ δR
R−t
R(1−δ) t ∈ [δR,R]
0 t ≥ R
=⇒ |ψ′| ≤ 1
R(1− δ) . (4.1)
Then, by the ball property (1.2),
Iλ(φj , φj) =
∫
BR(xj)
|∇φj |2 − λ
∫
BR(xj)
φ2j ≤
vol(Bj)
R2(1− δ)2 − λvol
(
BδR(xj)
)
(4.2)
≤ vol(BR)
(
1
R2(1− δ)2 − λC
−1
)
< 0 (4.3)
provided that λ > λ∗ = C
R2(1−δ)2
. Since {φj} span an infinite-dimensional subspace of
the domain of −∆, the (Friedrichs extension of) the operator −∆−λ has infinite index,
or equivalently −∆ has infinite eigenvalues below λ, for each λ > λ∗. By the min-max
theorem (see for instance [29], or Section 3 in [28] for a concise account), the inequality
inf σess(−∆) ≤ λ∗ follows at once.
Remark 11. In virtue of Bishop-Gromov volume comparison theorem, the ball property
in Definition 1 is met, for instance, when the Ricci curvature of BR(xj) is uniformly
bounded from below by a constant, say −(m−1)H2 < 0, m = dimM . Indeed, denoting
with volH(r) the volume of a geodesic ball of radius r in the hyperbolic space M
m
H
of sectional curvature −H2, by Bishop-Gromov theorem vol(Br(xj))/volH(r) is non-
increasing on [0, R]. Hence, for each δ > 0
vol
(
BδR(xj)
) ≥ volH(δR)
volH(R)
vol
(
BR(xj)
)
= C(δ,R)−1vol
(
BR(xj)
)
.
As already underlined, the independence of Proposition 1 from curvature require-
ments makes it suited to investigate minimal surfaces, particularly those described in
the Introduction. The reason is that the approach via Runge’s approximation theo-
rem, shared by all these constructions, guarantees a C0-control of the metric (hence, of
lengths and volumes) in some known regions, while it seems more difficult to control
curvatures in the same region. We now come to the proof of Proposition 2.
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Proof of Proposition 2. Let Kn the compact sets used in the construction of [18], let
rn denote the Euclidean distance between the inner and the outer circle of Kn, and let
pn ∈ Kn be the point in the middle of the segment of the real axis crossed by Kn. By
construction, rn → 0+ as n → +∞, and ds2 is C0-close to a multiple of the Euclidean
metric ds2E on Kn, more precisely ds
2 = λ2ds2E with
λ =
1
2
(
|eh|+ |e−h|
)
, for some holomorphic h on Kn with |h− cn| < 1 on Kn,
cn being some positive constant chosen in such a way that
+∞∑
n=1, n even
rne
cn−1 = +∞,
+∞∑
n=1, n odd
rne
cn−1 = +∞. (4.4)
The line elements thus satisfy CndsE ≤ ds ≤ e2CndsE, where Cn = (ecn−1+ e−cn−1)/2.
Consequently, every curve passing Kn from the inner to the outer circle has length at
least rne
cn−1/2. The choice cn = rn guarantees both (4.4) and the following property
that, for each fixed R > 0, one can find nR large enough such that BR(pn) ⊆ Kn for
each n ≥ nR. By the relation of the line elements, denoting with Bρ(zj) the Euclidean
ball of radius ρ centered at zj , BRe−2/Cn(zj) ⊆ BR(zj) ⊆ BR/Cn(zj), thus
vol
(
BR
2
(pn)
) ≥ C2nvolE(B R
e22Cn
(pn)
)
, vol
(
BR(pn)
) ≤ e4C2nvolE(B R
Cn
(pn)
)
. (4.5)
By the doubling property of Euclidean space R3, it is immediate from (4.5) that (1.2)
holds for ds2 with δ = 1/2 and a suitable C independent of n, but even of R. Therefore,
by Proposition 1, there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that inf σess(−∆) ≤
C/R2. Since R can be chosen to be arbitrarily large, the thesis follows.
Now, let ϕ : M → N be an isometric immersion. The ball property (1.2) can also
be deduced from suitable convergences of pieces of ϕ(M) in N . We formalize this fact
in the next
Definition 3. Let ϕ : Mm → Nn be an isometric immersion with limϕ 6= ∅. We will
say that ϕ has the extrinsic ball property if there is a point p ∈ limϕ, a bounded
subset with compact closure Σp ⊂ limϕ containing p and diffeomorphic to the unit ball
B1(0) ⊆ Rm, and a sequence of disjoint balls Bj = BR(xj) ⊆Mm such that ϕ(Bj)→ Σp
in the C0-norm.
Corollary 3. If ϕ : Mm → Nn has the extrinsic ball property, then M has the ball
property. In particular, σess(−∆) is non-empty.
Proof. Let c > 0 be such that the curvature tensor RΣ of Σp satisfies RΣ ≥ −c. Then, by
Bishop-Gromov theorem, there exists C = C(R) such that vol(BR/2(x)) ≥ Cvol(BR(x)).
By C0-convergence, there exists j0 such that
vol
(
BR/2(xj)
) ≥ C
2
vol
(
BR(xj)
)
for each j ≥ j0,
thus M has the ball property, and non-empty essential spectrum thanks to Proposition
1.
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We underline that, if ϕ :Mm → Nn has the extrinsic ball property, then dimH(limϕ) ≥
m. The extrinsic ball property is closely related to the existence of immersions into limϕ
that are generated by ϕ itself. Indeed, we report here the following well-known conver-
gence result:
Lemma 2. Let Mmj a sequence of complete smooth manifolds, all with injectivity radius
inj(Mj) ≥ ǫ0 > 0 and isometrically immersed in a complete manifold Nn via ϕj :Mj →
N . Let Ω1 ⋐ Ω2 ⋐ N be two open, relatively compact sets of N . Assume that Ω1
intersects all ϕj(Mj) and that the second fundamental forms of all ϕj(Mj) ∩ Ω2 are
uniformly bounded. Then, there exists a sufficiently small R > 0 such that
1. If {xj}, xj ∈ Mj is such that pj = ϕj(xj) ∈ Ω1, pj → p and dϕj(TxjMj) → Π ⊆
TpN , then ϕj restricted to the ball Σj = BR(xj) is an embedding such that ϕj(Σj)
converges in the C∞ topology to an embedded m-ball Σ ∋ p, and TpΣ = Π.
2. If Mj = M and ϕj = ϕ for every j, and if p ∈ limϕ, M has the extrinsic ball
property and we can take Σp ⊆ limϕ.
3. In addition, if each Mj is a complete, simply connected manifold and the norms
of the second fundamental forms IIj of ϕj satisfy the following property:
∀R > 0, ∃CR > 0 such that
∣∣∣(IIj)ϕ−1j (BR(p))
∣∣∣2 ≤ CR for each j,
then there is an isometric immersion of a complete, simply connected manifold Mp
into N build by convergence over compact sets. In the case when Mj =M , ϕj = ϕ
for each j, and p ∈ limϕ, we have Mp ⊆ limϕ.
Remark 12. One idea to prove this result is to find ε′ > 0 such that each ϕj(Mj) can
be written as the image of a section of the normal bundle over the tangent plane at some
point pj ∈ ϕj(Mj)∩Ω2 via the normal exponential map. Then, use the convergence and
regularity theory for the system of elliptic PDEs describing the mean curvature vector.
Simply connectedness is important to avoid period problems.
A particular case when the extrinsic ball property holds is when ϕ has locally
bounded geometry, in the sense of the following
Definition 4. An isometric immersion ϕ :Mm → Nn has locally bounded geometry if,
for each compact set K ⊆ N , then ϕ|ϕ−1(K) has bounded second fundamental form.
Corollary 4. Let ϕ : Mm → Nn be an isometric immersion between complete man-
ifolds. If limϕ 6= ∅, ϕ has locally bounded geometry and inj(M) > 0, then ϕ has the
extrinsic ball property. In particular, M has non-empty essential spectrum.
We conclude by exhibiting an example of a bounded, minimal surface whose essential
spectrum is non-empty, whose limit set has big Hausdorff dimension and which is not
a covering. This, again, shows the sharpness of Theorem 1, and introduces us to some
open questions.
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Example 3. We consider a portion of Andrade minimal surface, [2]. We recall its
construction and some of its properties, referring the reader to [2] for full proofs. Choose
r1, r2 > 0 such that r1/r2 is irrational and strictly less than 1, and set d = r2−r1. Define
the map χ : C → R3 = C × R, χ(z) = (L(z) −H(z), h(z)), for the following choice of
holomorphic functions L,H and harmonic function h:
L(z) = (r1 − r2)ez , H(z) = −de
(
r1
r2
−1
)
z
, h(z) = 4
(
d
r2
)1/2 ∣∣∣∣r2r1
∣∣∣∣ |r2 − r1|ℜ(ie r12r2 z) ,
where ℜ means the real part. Then, a computation gives that
|L′(z)|+ |H ′(z)| > 0, L′H ′ =
(
∂h
∂z
)2
on C,
which is a necessary and sufficient set of condition on χ to be a conformal minimal
immersion of C in R3. Restricting χ to the region U = {z = u+ iv ∈ C : |u| < 1}, we get
a bounded, simply-connected minimal immersion ϕ = χ|U . For each fixed u ∈ (−1, 1),
ϕ(u+iv) is a dense immersed trochoid in the cylinder Γu =
[
Bs1(u)\Bs2(u)
]×(−l(u), l(u)),
where s1, s2, l are explicit functions of u depending on r1 and r2. Therefore, limϕ is
dense in the open subset
⋃
u∈(−1,1) Γu of R
3, which gives dimH(limϕ) = 3. Moreover,
the induced metric ds2 satisfies
ds2 =
(|L′|+ |H ′|)2 |dz|2 = (|r2 − r1|eu + de
(
r1
r2
−1
)
u
)2
|dz|2 ≥ 4(r2 − r1)2|dz|2. (4.6)
Considering zk = 2ik ∈ U , each of the unit balls B1(zk) ⊆ U in the metric |dz|2 contains
a ball BR(zk) in the metric ds
2 of radius at least R = 2|r2 − r1|. Since the sectional
curvature of χ satisfies
K = −c1
(
e
(
1−
r1
4r2
)
u
+ c2e
(
3r1
4r2
−1
)
u
)−4
,
for some positive constants c1, c2, and 1 − r14r2 and 3r14r2 − 1 have opposite signs, χ has
globally bounded curvature. In particular, {BR(zk)} is a collection of disjoint balls
in (U,ds2) with uniformly bounded sectional curvature, thus σess(−∆) on (U,ds2) is
non-empty by Proposition 1 and Remark 11 .
Open problems
(1) As Theorem 3 shows, raising the dimension of M does not yield an improvement
of the allowed Hausdorff dimension of the limit set. However, from some point of
view this fact seems of technical nature. It seems to us reasonable to state the
following
Conjecture. Let ϕ : Mm → Nn a minimally immersed submanifold of dimension
m ≥ 3 into an open, m-convex subset D of a Cartan-Hadamard manifold N . If
Hm(limϕ ∩D) = 0, then −∆ has discrete spectrum on M .
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(2) Although Theorem 1 is suited for each of the examples (i), . . . , (v) in the Intro-
duction, as well as to deal with solutions of general Plateau problems, it is still
unapplicable for the original example of Nadirashvili in [25]. The reason is that
it seems hard to deduce the behaviour of the limit set from the original construc-
tion. Could it be possible that, for some choice of the parameters in Nadirashvili’s
construction, the spectrum of the resulting minimal surface is discrete?
(3) As we have seen in the Introduction, infinite sheet coverings of complete bounded
minimal surfaces always have non-empty essential spectrum. On the other hand,
Example 3 establishes the existence of incomplete minimal surfaces with σess(−∆) 6=
∅ and whose immersion map ϕ cannot factorize via some Riemannian covering.
One could naturally ask the following
Question. Is it possible to find a complete, bounded minimal surface ϕ : M → R3
with non-empty essential spectrum and such that ϕ cannot factorize via a Rieman-
nian covering map?
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